
GET rEady for an 
ElEcTrifyinG fuTurE.

energica.
MENTE



locaTion:
aMBiEnTEParco, BrEScia.

Energica.mente is born here, 300 square meters dedicated to the understanding of basic principles of energy: conservation and 
transmission of momentum, equilibrium, efficiency and losses in energy transformations.

A jump in present and future to understand and be fascinated by a subject which is complex but strategic in the difficult balance 
between man and nature.
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THE EXHiBiTion BuildinGS
of aMBiEnTE Parco

All AmbienteParco’s exhibitions are interactive.
The visitor has a central and participative role, his discovery is 
active and experimental and he’s not confined to the role of the spectator, 
passive and contemplative. The public is invited to participate touching and 
playing with objects and mechanisms. To overcome the psychological barrier 
that divides us from the abstract concepts of science, technology and engineering 
and understand its principles, common objects are used.

We created and environment that enhances a collective experience, in a 
way that establishes a connection not only between the visitor and the exhibit, 
but also among visitors. The exhibitions have therefore a social value that goes 
beyond the education: knowledge is built as a collective experience and a shared 
perception.

The exhibition is s stimuolus to fascinate and make curious while 
getting closer to a new awareness of the value of natural resources 
and their scarcity, and of the environment pollution. These issues are 
closer to us and more understandable to us than anybody realizes, and truly 
belong to our everyday experience. That’s why exhibits are an ensemble of 
demonstration, entertainment, game, mixed to interact with visitors of 
any age, ranging from primary to secondary school to university and to adults.

Different levels of understanding and use of the exhibits will make all of 
exhibitions of AmbienteParco straightforward and enjoyable. Learning is eased 
by gamization and interaction. Moreover, contents are characterized by technical 
and scientific precision. The approach is informative, quantitative and objective. 
Where possible a measure of phenomena is shown.
The exhibition themes are treated in depth in educational workshops.

The exhibitions currently in design ore realization phase are the following:

NATUR.ACQUA WATER EXHIBITION: opened in december 2011
SUSTAINABLE ARCHITECTURE: Eco.Cubi
ENERGY EFFICIENCY: casa Eco.Logica
RENEWABLE ENERGY: Spazio.Energia
SUSTAINABLE MOBILITY: outdoor, opened in 2010 
WASTE REDUCTION AND RECYCLING: outdoor
BOTANIC: outdoor in the park
FILO.CONDUTTORE: a long strip of infographic posters highlighting the main 
themes of AmbienteParco: demographics, global warming, renewables, waste 
reduction and recycling, mobility, water, food, housing.



1. Conservation and transmission of momentum

2. Equilibrium

3. Efficiency and energy losses

4. Energy transformations

5. Energy accumulators

6. Reaction time

EnErGica.MEnTE
conTEnTS



EXHiBiTion SPacE.

Open space of roughly 300 square meters on two floors: a ground floor and a mezzanine, provided with stairs and a lift.
Some of the exhibits have been designed and built by the Museo Tridentino di Scienze Naturali.

Pictures shown in this document are just indicative, the infographic design of the whole exhibition, now in design phase, will give a new uniformity and a fresh look.

planimetria spazio espositivo: piano terra planimetria spazio espositivo: soppalco

lo SPaZio ESPoSiTiVo.



THE cyclETTES
At the entrance two special cyclettes are placed: the visitor can produce electrical energy. 
Energy being produced is represented with two led stripes, creating and interaction among 
visitors. The Cyclettes will be well visible from outside, creating curiosity and tempting the 
visitor to enter.

MESSAGE:
The human body can produce energy: energy is produced as work: the mechanical work of a 
man cycling is therefore transmitted to the cyclette. The chemical energy contained in 
a sugar spoon is transformed in mechanical energy of moving legs, transferred 
to the cyclette where an alternator transforms it into electric energy that lits the LED finally 
transforming energy in light. Every transformation has losses of useful energy.

EXHiBiTion SPacE.
EnErGy in iTS diffErEnT forMS



nEWTon’S PEndula
Elastic collisions among 7 billiard balls hanging side by side. Oscillating the 
first ball of the row one can observe how energy is transferred to other 
balls. As collision are almost perfectly elastic, the last ball of the row oscillates 
reaching almost the same height as the starting one.

COMPOSITION:
A table with a cubic metal frame from which 7 billiard balls are hanging

20 PEndula
20 aligned pendula, having pregressively longer hanging rope, are 
swinged together with the same initial amplitude.
After few oscillations one can observe the periods of oscillation are different and 
pendula swing out of sync.

COMPOSITION:
A metal frame holds the 20 pendula, small balls are hanging with ropes of 
progressively longer length.
The structure is positioned on a table, on top of which an aluminium stick that 
allows to give the pendula a synchronous start.

EXHiBiTion SPacE.
conSErVaTion and TranSMiSSion of MoMEnTuM



GalilEo’S 
PEnduluM

Pendulum susended with a 
rope swings. As it encounters 
a fixed obstacle, the length of the 
rope decreases. One can observe 
the height reached is the same as 
the length of the rope is varied.

COMPOSITION:
A metal frame holds a heavy 
billiard ball. A horizontal moving 
stick can be positioned at three 
different heights. This acts as an 
obstacle to the swinging pendulum 
that changes its length every half 
oscillation.

couPlEd 
PEndula

Two identical pendula are 
linked through a weak spring.
After swinging the first pendulum 
one can observe energy being 
transferred to the second 
pendulum, as the first slows 
down and stops.

COMPOSITION:
High metal frame holds the two 
pendula made of a rigid metal 
stick and two massive brass 
cycinders that can be positioned in 
different points of the stick thanks 
to a positioning screw.
A weak spring is connected 
to both sticks transfers 
energy between the two.



a MEcHanical 
ParadoX
A big rubber ball appears to move upward on 
diverging rails.

COMPOSITION:
Diverging and sloping wooden rails hold a big 
rubber ball (85 cm diameter) that appears to 
move upward.

colliSionS 
WiTH 4 BallS
Elastic collision is not a straightfarward concept, depends from physical material properties: the more 
it is elastic, the more it is able to give back energy after collision. Low elasticity, on the other hand, leads to 
dissipation of energy trough deformation. 
The visitor can try four diffent balls and guess which one is more elastic.

The exhibit is meaningful for material properties used in construction of guard rails and bumpers

EXHiBiTion SPacE.
EfficiEncy and loSSES

COMPOSITION:
The exhibit is a plastic plated wooden  platform.
The upward face has black and orange stripes (typical safety colors); on the 
sides it has aluminium rails. A metallic rectangular structure allows launching 
four balls in four different channels, checking the one that rebounds more.
Channels are made with plexiglass pipes. A mechanism of handles allows 
the loading of the four balls in the four pipes.

The four balls are made of different materials: a table tennis ball, a golf ball, a 
polystirol ball, a squash ball.



fricTion on an 
inclinEd PlanE
Small wooden blocks are positioned laying on 
different faces. 

Observation: static and dynamic friction.

COMPOSITION:
An adjustable inclined plane positioned on a table.
Two small wooden blocks with faces with different 
shapes are positioned on the slope and slip along it.

road curVE 
SiMulaTion
Forces are inertia (centrifugal force) and friction (contact of tyre with asphalt). 
The visitor understands that, in order to keep the car on the correct path during a curve, the two 
forces must balance each other. The exhibit shows that given the initial speed (given from the 
inclination of the structure) the ball in the wooden track will stay inside the track until the end, 
while the one in the aluminium track will slip outside.
This shows that friction in the aluminium track is not enough to counterbalance centrifugal force.

COMPOSITION:
The exhibit is composed of a rectangular wooden platform. Mounted on this platform two more 
platform are assembled in a way that their inclination is adjustable.
On these two inclined platforms one curved track each is mounted. Both have identical shape, 
one is wooden, the other made of aluminium. 
Three plastic balls simulate the car driving along the curve.



STirlinG 
EnGinE

An engine powered just by the 
heat of your hand.

COMPOSITION: 
A transparent disc is mounted 
on a small thermal machine, a 
stirling engine, where the heat 
of the visitor’s hand is used to 
heat up a plate.
The engine is mounted on a 
Plexiglas “bridge” on a table. 
A hole in the Plexiglas allows 
the hand to touch the plate of 
the engine.

ElEcTroSTaTicS: 
PlaSMa SPHErE

To a  sealed sphere contains low vacuum 
a high frequency electrical potential 
difference is applied.
The gas inside is ionized. Ion and electrons 
recombining form sparks.

COMPOSITION: 
A big cylindrical box holds a glass sphere.
Around the sphere over the cylinder a set 
of small neon tubes are positioned. 
Touching the sphere the neon tubes light 
up.

EXHiBiTion SPacE.
EnErGy TranSforMaTionS

“Electricity 
is easily 

transportable, 
can be produced 

from any source of 
energy and has a 

higher yield”



froM ElEcTriciTy 
To MaGnETiSM
The reproduction of the Oersted experiment in which the current 
through a wire generates a magnetic field that orientates a compass’ 
needle from its normal north-south orientation.

COMPOSITION: 
The exhibit is composed of a thick copper wire where a strong 
electrical current flows. The wire cresses two Plexiglas plates where 
a set of compasses are positioned.
All the structure is then positioned on a table, below which the power 
suppy is positioned.

When current flows, the visitor can observe the compass’ needles 
rotating in a circular fashion around the wire.

ElEcTric 
GEnEraTorS: 
dynaMo
A dynamo shaft is rotated manually 
with a handle.

COMPOSITION: 
A small dynamo is wired with a 
voltmeter indicating the potential 
difference created thanks to the 
rotation of the coil in the magnetic field 
generated by permanent magnets.

The equipment is mounted on a wooden 
painted base.

“Energy is 
never created 
or destroyed: 

it only 
transforms”



lEMon clocK
A digital clock powered by a battery with electrodes inserted into the 
flesh of a lemon and sour orange.

COMPOSITION:
A small LCD clock is powered by a battery made citrus by two connected 
in series via the electrodes of zinc and copper.

a GrEaT Hand BaTTEry 
WiTH diffErEnT METalS
8 metal plates are wired to a tester. The visitor closes the circuits touching 
with his hands the different plates and measuring the potential difference 
between different metals.

COMPOSITION: 
A Plexiglas plane holds 8 metal plates that can be wired to a tester (used as a 
voltmeter). Placing hands on a couple of metal plates wired to the tester the 
potential difference between the two selected metals is showed.

EXHiBiTion SPacE.
accuMulaTorS



JournEy MiniMiZaTion
The message we want to share is that in a context of scarce resource, we 
need to use them wisely to meet our needs. The visitor playing this 
game is invited to plot a strategy to reach three different places minimizing the 
distance run, saving time and resources. How often do we run around the 
town wasting time and energy? Here the kids learn to choose the best strategy, 
choosing paths and priorities. Passing the rope inside the carabiners positioned 
on the small houses, and always crossing at the zebras, the participant has to 
reach the three destinations given. If you run out of rope you got it wrong!

COMPOSITION:
The exhibit consists of a small town with nine buildings on a square plastic 
platform. The floor is decorated with roads and zebra crossings. Buildings are 
painted wooden models with a name written on the main façade and a carabiner 
positioned in a corner. Two “wheels of fortune” positioned at the corners of 
the town are used to randomly assign the player his mission. Each set of three 
destination on the wheels share the same minimum distance. The mission 
information contains  the color of the destinations roofs. The two ropes have a 
length less than 5 units because the optimum path is 4 units long.

EXHiBiTion SPacE.
EVEn if WE do our BEST, WE’rE So Many!



GauSSian curVE
Through this exhibit the visitor can directly confront 
with statistics, building a statistical distribution called 
“Gaussian”. Statistics is important in the energy field 
for predicting both variable demand and production 
from fluctuating renewables.

COMPOSITION: 
The exhibit is composed of a Plexiglas structure on a 
square wooden platform assembled with aluminium 
rails and with aluminium pedestal. Inside the Plexiglas 
chamber a series of small sticks are positioned in 
a regular pattern. These sticks are obstacles that 
deviate the path of the falling balls. 258 wooden balls 
are launched inside the chamber and randomly fall 
rebounding on the pattern of sticks.
After the experiment the balls may be extracted from 
the bottom of the chamber and positioned in a top 
container for a new experiment.

rEacTion TiME
The visitor can test his reaction time with 
this experiment that starts with a visual 
stimulus or a sound. Grabbing a stick that 
starts falling after the start signal allows to 
calculate the reaction time simply reading 
the time scale written on the stick. One can 
test the different reaction time varying the 
initial stimulus from sound (horn, bell) to 
visual (lights).
It is important to know that our reaction 
time may double under the effect of 
medicine, drug and alcohol, or when tired, 
with catastrophic consequences when 
driving.

COMPOSITION: 
The exhibit is a plastic coated rectangular 
wooden structure placed on a wooden 
platform. Along the structure two Plexiglas 
cylinders are placed one above the other 
at a distance of 35 cm. The lower cylinder 
is closed at the bottom; the upper one 
has a scale painted on displaying time 
in milliseconds and coloured bands 
(green, yellow, red). An electromagnet is 
holding the falling stick at the start of the 
experiment. On the wall a red light and a 
bell, randomly switched on, signal the start 
of the test.


